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A B S T R A C T 

There are two urgent universal socioeconomic problerns which 

are very directly connected with regional analysis. The first of 

these is the ~roblern of economic growth irregularity which actu

ally manifests itself in the uneveness of regional development 

rates. 

The second acute uni.versal problem comprises the contradic

tion between the econornical and social-ecological aspects of na

tional and, to a larger extent, regional dev~lopment. This prob

lem is - manifest more in the social regtonal uneveness than the 

economical one~ As a resu·1 t of · the common impact of the uni ver

sa! problems desc.ribed above, numerous "problem areas" have ari

sen and enforced socioeconomic tensions at national, regional, 

and local levels. 

It is very important that regional economy decline shows 

itself as a declining of _companies' economies and lea.ds to the 

growt~ cf the average of production funds, deceleration of tech

nological innovation and, finally, to decreasing efficiency, . . 
diminishing competitiveness, a 
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reduction of the market share and employ • ent . And, on the 
contrary, companies 1 prosperity always supports the regional 
economy and leads to auccessful solution of its 
socioeconomical problems. 

Taking all this together shows the urgent need to build 
advanced applied analytical methodologies that will take 
into account the key factors and serve different users when 
determining their policy under speclal situations in their 
dynamics. To support the implemeńtation of advanced 
methodology, it would be worthwhile to prepare a special 
M~n~~l for golic~makers. Such a Manuał should be practical 
in approach; it should aim to put the various advanced 
concepts and analytical tools into the actual procedures of 
strategie policymaking in regional and corporate business 
centers, as well as lnto consulting firms and individual 
experts. 

The component parts of the ~!ll~!! should be: 

Short descriptions or different types of probleaa and 
strategie policy studies with the nec~ssary information 
for applicatlon to strategie choices at both regional 
and company levels. It would be nec~ssary to give here 
some conceptual recommendation about identification of 
strategie problems and policy guidelines in special 
situations that may · be faced by different regions and 
companies: 

Characteristics of the analytical tools of advanced 
strategie policy methodology: computerized calculation 
programmes, assessment procedures (market, technology, 
investment, infrastructure, eaployment, pollution), 
data base direction accompanied by more or less 
detailed explanatory notes, schedulea, figures and ao 
on: 

A poasible coaponent of the Manuał may also be short 
descriptions of actual case ;t~di;s, wbich would 
illustrate actual strategie choices and 
implementations, 

GENERAL_METHODOLOGICAL_OUTLINE 

It is possible to define the following generał outlines 
of advanced methodology for solving - strategic region-company 
problems: · 

1. The widespread comprehensive approach to developing 
local strategies at the level of regions and companies 
should be expressed in terms of the regJonal-company 
economy (RCE) as an integrated system. The RCE 
approach is able to put into operation more balanced 
strategie choices -- to find ways of increasing 
competitiveness wbile observing social and 
environmental protection equilibria. It is possible of 
course, tbat due regard for mutual region-company 
interlinking criteria could li • it the projected 
economic growth rate. 
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2. The acknowledgement that sound RCE strategie 
development can be achieved only on the basis of a 
rational spatial-sectoral division of labor, · hich in 
turn can be well-grounded by a study of RCE 
competitiveness. Such a division is formed as a 
generalization of specific product-line competitiveness 
of actual companies located in the given region. 

3. Modeling interdependent processes between REC and the 
competitive environment as a basis · for structural 
changes ~olicr management of a strategie nature. 
Structural change atrategies (including technological 
aspects) could be considered as long-term 
revitalization programs intended to restore national 
an~ international competitiveness of RCE. 

4. Interregional analrsis of RCE competitiveness of the 
national and international fra • ework will increase 
strategie policy validity and create possibilities for 
more successful _spatial public policy. 

5. Calculation of strategie action im~lementation 
!!9~!n~!! on the basis ot establishing problem 
priorities, resource, and time characteristics. 

6. Building the strategie 2olicr aid srstem based on 
advanced metbods of computerized forecasting of the RCE 
long-term development to give a new version of the 
early warning system of competitiveness prospects of 
the necessity for structural changes. 

7. Special attention to consider and searcb for reliable, 
sound strategies of RCE development under possible 
conditions of economic stagnation or otber 
unpredictable circumstances~ 

The ~etbodological principles given above for • the 
analytical framework of Strategie Regional Company Policy 
(SRCP). Tbey show tbat it is necessary to adopt existing 
regional and strategie management • ethodologies to ensure a 
comprebensive view of the impacts of co•petition conditions 
on strategie behavior, taking into account the probable 
product capabilities · and the future behavior of other 
competing systems. 

It is ve~y important here to stress the posltive role 
of the competitive mechanlsm. although • any works show the 
connection between competitiveness and conflict. But if we 
look deeper we can see that in these cases the real reasons 
for . increasing confl1cts lie in some political factors or in 
the impact of incorrect polJcy. Moreover. it is necessary 
to give competitiveness a new nature based on the planned. 
spatial division of labor organization, and on the 
development of interregional and intercompany relationsblps. 
Only with this approach is it possible to answer the • ost 
difficult question: how to find reliahle, sound strategies 
for each RCE under intercompany, interregional and 
International competitive pressures. The aain tool that 
could help to answer this question can only be • odeling of 
the competitive situation. 
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In accordance witb advanced • ethodology require • enta, a 
region ahould be considered not in the routine sense, but -as 
a multiproduct line company and/or a set of co• panies whose 
strategie behavior depends on interactiona of interna! 
(economic structure, social-ecological balance) and external 
(co• petition environment) factors. In order to capture the 
impact of the co• petitive environ• ent on the region-co • pany 
syste •, it is necessary to build a • etbodology that closely 
connects the region-co• pany interna! structure witb the 
interregional trade flow structure. The actual purpose of 
strategie analysis here is not only to take into account the 
co• petitlon conditione but also to use glven knowledge to 
de~elop the capacity of the companies to restore 
(independently or in cooperation witb state agencies/other 
regions/other co• paniea) tbeir competitive efficiency 
through product. technology, • arket and organization 
strategies during all atagea of the long-ter• perspective. 

It is rewarding to study SRCP at tour basie levels ot 
methodological knowledge: philosopblcal, conceptual aodels, 
tool • odels. and case studies (see Figure 1). Tbis 
procedure can contribute to translating a pro• ising 
• ethodological syste • into a practical proble• -solving 
approach. · 

IMerdbciplifwy 
•łlll"Ndl 

r1Gua1 l. Appllcatłoa of •J'•t••• Analy1la 111thodolo9y to 
tb• lolutlon of a19łonal CoapanJ' >roł:11•••• 
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BASIC_PHILOSOPHY 

The basie hypothesia of the IIASA approach is that a 
successful SRCP depends to a significant extent on the key 
characteristics ot the relationships (interaction ·processes) 
between . the environment and organizations (business and 
~ocial str~tegic unita) in the regions concerned. The 
nature of the interaction process requires us to explore and 
model Jt not at the level of a separate region or company 
but at a higber level that e • braces both the regional
company syste~s and the external envJron• ent in wbicb they 
function. · 

To give sucha hypothesis amore constructive 
character, it is wortbwhile to support it with some basie 
philosophical principles, tbat could be considered as 
axio• s. The following basie pbilosophical axioms can be 
foraulated: 

The dual consideration of SRCP, 

(1) as a joint subsyste• of strategie national and 
. internatio·nal management. , ·· and 

(2) ~as relatively separate inforaation systems. 

The need for correspondence between the complexity or 
diversity of the subject and object of SRCP, in other 
words, between the system itself and • odels of the 
system, between the concrete goals of policy and the 
• ethods chosen to acbieve them, etc. 

The realization that incomplete forma! descriptions • ay 
be supplemented by using .expert exa• ~nations and 
policy• aker's decisions: 

The consideration of appareni contradictions as the 
driving forces behind socioecono• ic developaent of 
regional-company systems; 

The •~lti-structured nature of regional-coapany 
systems, and the need to huaanize the developaent of 
production, organizatlon, social, and ecological 
structures that tbey encoapass: 

The genetlc progra• · approacb: building strategies as 
e~olutionary ateps for the long-ter • goals of the 
company, within the fraaework of regional, national and 
international environ• ental co~straints; 

The learning -approach: ~chieveaent of strategie 
flexibility of rerional systea behavior tbrougb 
learninr actions directed toward increasln~ aanageaent 
capabil ity. 
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CONCEPT_MODE 

The generał scheme of the conceptual model for SRCP may 
be described by the following prlnciples: 

Taking into account the determinant role of 
tecbnological factors in raising regional-co • pany 
economic competitiveness; 

Making international, national, regional, and company 
strategie policies consistent with one another on the 
basis of th~ spatial division of labor; · 

~Acbieving long-ter • economic, social, and ecological 
balanee in the ,framework of regional-co • pany systems; 

Achieving strategie~ tactical, and operational balance; 

Adapting promptly to ehanging strategie priorities of 
objectives and • eans; 

Integrating infor• ative. eeonomie, social, 
organizational. and legal strategie management 
mechanisms; · · 

Combining direct and indir~ct strategies; 

Integrating strategie policyaaking and imple • entatlon; _ 

Designing eooperative sy~te• s strategically. 

These eonceptual prineiples taken together describe the 
normative behavior of region-company systeas, and should 
create the eonditions for achieving competitive advantages 
fot a gJven system in accordance with the available 
resources and policy eapahility. 

Aecording to these prineiples the key probie• for SRCP 
is to establisb the correct interaction between econo• ic 
investaent-production-product-• arket and teehnological 
changes, taking intd account as • uch as possible the range 
of soeial-ecological eonsequences of this interdependence. 

TOOL_MODELS 

Since SRCP 1s · necessarily oriented toward problems some 
way into the future, specific types of analytieal teehni~ues 
and approaches are required. 

The key question regarding SRCP tools is how to· 
integrate the necessary strategie variables. In addition . to 
logic and experience, so• e quantitative set of tradeoffs 
must be developed, always bearing in aind tbat quantltative 
evaluation cannot hope to be precise over the long-term and 
should be used • ainly as a guide to the choice of actions. 
But of course only the quantitative modeling approach to 
integration p~r• its one to identify the appropriate 
co • bination of strategie behavioral characteristics for a 
given syste•• This underlines the crucial role of 
co • puterized toola in a~alyzing strategie alternatives. 
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Therefore , it is worth considering the tool modele for 
SRCP as an essential pa~t of the Strate~i c Policy Aids 
System (SPAS) which has been developed by IIASA and can be 
used for REC analysis purposes . 

Based on the module approach, SPAS, apart from 
including a concept model, involves two main programs 
(covering the decision-making and implementation stages), a 
data base, and some subsidiary models. The first program 
incorporates modules for the decision-making procedures of 
the ISSMI program (Integrated St~ategies of Structural and 
Market Improvement) : 

The other basie program of SPAS is the SATROS , which 
denotes •strategie Action, Time, Resources, Organization, 
Succession•. This program should involve • odules for the 
policy-implementation process. 

CASE_STUDIES 

In accordance with the basie logical scheme of systems 
analysis methodology, case studies are necessary to test 
bypothetical conceptual modela as well as experimental 
results generated in the course of computerized calculation . · 
Many RCE now face the problem of urgent structural change. 
Some meet this challenge successfully, while other fail. 
Analyzing the probahle causes of such divergent outcomes 
therefore contributes significantly to our. understanding of 
the nature of sound SRCP. But of course, the aost 
substantial contribution could be received froa the 
·comparative studies of the strategie policy in the aost 
prof' itable and well-managed companies, functioning in the 
framework of some . forward-looking industries and certain 
RCE. There is interesting experience about . reasons of 
failure, in the competi~iveness between European firms (and 
RCE) in comparison with Japanese and Aaerican coapetitors in 
the 70's and 80s {Porter (1983), Stoneman (1983), Vernon 
(1982)). 

The American Strategie Policy experience also expressed 
the key role of ·technological innovation in RCE activity 
(Knop (1974), Fridlanger (1976), Fuwaites (1978), Kelly 
(1979), Ewers and Wett • an (1980), PeteTs and Water• ~n 
(1982), Clarek (1983)). American experience shows the 

' different role of various fa~tors in the location of plants 
with different technological levels of production. 

The extensive experience of re2Jonal-company strategie 
management under conditioni of a centralized planning syste• 
is accu • ulated in the USSR and other Eastern European 
countries (Kochetkov (1977 and 1982). Aganbegjan (1979), 
Sandman (1981), Granberg (1981), Kiselnikov (1984)). · Soviet 
experience states that high efficiency can carry out 
reglonal structural change on the basis of co• plex obJective 
progra• s whlch are developed by spectal tea• s. 
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The main task· of research carried out at IIASA is to 
generalize all of the above experiences 80 ~8 to produce 
•ethodological approaches of widespread aP.pl1cat1on and 
value . 
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DISCUSSIONS* 

Paper by A. Kochetkov 

Discussion participants, in chronological order: P. Joynt, 

R. Bolton, u. Loeser, R. Kulikowski, A. Straszak, 

L. Kajriukstis, A. Kochetkov. 

Questions raised concerned the kinds of models implied in 

the paper, ways of compensation for regional company acti

vities, the leading,mechanisrn o~ these activities and the 

course of the IIASA project considered. 

With regard to models two types were said to be dis

tinguished, namely conceptual and quantified models. 

Cornpensation was said to be made out of a special fund, not 

excluding a form of subsidy; Other potentia! compensation 

rnechanisms were pointed out: economic, organizational or 

legal. 

As far as driving forces are concerned -· both planning and 

market should be accounted for in a due harmony, notwith

standing difficulties in its attainment. This harmony sh?uld 

extend further to such fields of development as economic, 

social and environmental. 

The course of the IIASA project was said to contain a number 

of future meetings and a closure in 1986, afte~ major direc

tions of work would have ~een exploved. 

Paper by R. Bolton 

Discussion participants: K. Polenske, S. Dresch, D. Boekemann, 

G. Bianchi, R. Bolton. 

At the beginning discussion centred around the shape of 

indifference curves and the riskwise attitudes, which was 

explained by referring to assumptions made in the paper. 

This discussion, however, led to other, more generał ques

tions, related to modelling of utility in cases when income 

does not account for all of it and when political considera

tions enter the scene. 

* as indicated, for the sake of shortness and clarity discus
sions shall be presented in sur.unarized form (eds.). 
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The paper, of course, does not consider these questions, but 

the approach can be extended to encompass some additional 

aspects, e.g. in the case of distinct multi-subregional plan~ 

·ning, through treatment of each subregion as an asset in~ 

national portfolio. 

Paper by R. Espejo 

Discussion perticipants: A. Kochetkov, S. D~esch, G. Bianchi, 

U. Loeser, R. Espejo. 

Discussion focussed on the rules of application of the recur

sive scheme and its details. References were made to works 

by S. Beer and by R. Espejo, where deployment of the scheme 

is shown in more detail. Discussion participants have shown 

interest in the software developed and in its practical 

applications. One such application, other than described in 

the paper, was roughly outlined. 
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